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Abstract. An approach based on term rewriting techniques for the au-
tomated termination analysis of imperative programs operating on in-
tegers is presented. An imperative programs is transformed into rewrite
rules with constraints from quantiﬁer-free Presburger arithmetic. Any
computation in the imperative program corresponds to a rewrite se-
quence, and termination of the rewrite system thus implies termination
of the imperative program. Termination of the rewrite system is analyzed
using a decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic that identiﬁes possi-
ble chains of rewrite rules, and automatically generated polynomial inter-
pretations are used to show ﬁniteness of such chains. An implementation
of the approach has been evaluated on a large collection of imperative
programs, thus demonstrating its eﬀectiveness and practicality.
1 Introduction
Methods for automatically proving termination of imperative programs operat-
ing on integers have received increased attention recently. The most commonly
used automatic method for this is based on linear ranking functions which lin-
early combine the values of the program variables in a given state [2,5,6,23,
24]. It was shown in [26] that termination of a simple class of linear programs
consisting of a single loop is decidable. More recently, the combination of ab-
straction reﬁnement and linear ranking functions has been considered [8,9,4].
The tool Terminator [10], developed at Microsoft Research and based on this
idea, has reportedly been used for showing termination of device drivers.
On the other hand, termination analysis for term rewrite systems (TRSs) has
been investigated extensively [27]. In this paper, techniques partially based on
ideas from the term rewriting literature are used in order to show termination
of imperative programs operating on integers. This is done by ﬁrst translating
imperative programs into constrained term rewrite systems based on Presburger
arithmetic (PA-based TRS), where the constraints are relations on program
variables expressed as quantiﬁer-free formulas from Presburger arithmetic. This
way, every computation of the imperative program can be simulated by a rewrite
sequence, and termination of the PA-based TRS implies termination of the im-
perative program.
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Example 1. The following is an imperative program and its translation into a
PA-based TRS.
while (x < y) {
x++
}
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y) Jx < yK
The rule simulates the state change during a single execution of the loop body,
and the constraint of the rule corresponds to the condition of the loop. ♦
It is then shown that a PA-based TRS is terminating if and only if it does
not admit inﬁnite chains built from the rewrite rules. In order to show absence
of inﬁnite chains, termination processors are introduced. Here, a termination
processor transform a “complex” termination problem into a set of “simpler”
termination problems. This paper presents several such termination processors
for PA-based TRSs that are partially based on ideas from the term rewriting
literature [20,1,13]. The ﬁrst termination processor uses a decision procedure
for Presburger arithmetic to identify possible chains. For this, it is determined
which rules from a PA-based TRS may follow each other in a chain. Once possible
chains are identiﬁed, well-founded relations based on polynomial interpretations
are used to show that these chains are ﬁnite. Another termination processor can
be used to combine PA-based rewrite rules that occur after each other in chains.
In particular, the constraints of these two rewrite rules are propagated.
The approach has been implemented in the prototype termination tool pasta.
An empirical evaluation on a collection of examples taken from recent papers on
the termination analysis of imperative programs [2–6,8,9,23,24] clearly shows
the eﬀectiveness and practicality of the method. The most non-trivial part of
an implementation is the automatic generation of well-founded relations using
polynomial interpretations [20]. The main novelty is that the constraints of the
PA-based rewrite rules need to be taken into consideration. Since current meth-
ods developed in the term rewriting literature [7,14] do not support constraints,
the development of a new method becomes necessary.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces PA-based TRSs. The
translation of imperative programs into PA-based TRSs is discussed in Section 3.
Next, Section 4 introduces chains and shows that a PA-based TRS is terminat-
ing iﬀ it does not admit inﬁnite chains. Furthermore, a framework for showing
termination by transforming a PA-based TRS into a set of simpler PA-based
TRSs using termination processors is introduced. Section 5 discusses a termi-
nation processors that uses a decision procedure for Presburger arithmetic to
identify possible chains. Well-founded relations based on polynomial interpreta-
tions are introduced in Section 6. Finally, a termination processor that combines
PA-based rewrite rules and propagates their constraints is given in Section 7.
Section 8 outlines the prototype implementation pasta based on the proposed
approach. This includes a method for the automatic generation of polynomial
interpretations as discussed above. Section 9 concludes and presents an empirical
evaluation of pasta.3
2 PA-Based TRSs
In order to model integers, the function symbols from FPA = {0,1,+,−} with
types 0,1 : int, + : int × int → int, and − : int → int are used. Terms
built from these function symbols and a disjoint set V of variables are called
PA-terms. This paper uses a simpliﬁed, more natural notation for PA-terms,
i.e., the PA-term (x + (−(y + y))) + (1 + (1 + 1)) will be written as x − 2y + 3.
Then, FPA is extended by ﬁnitely many function symbols f with types int×
... × int → univ, where univ is a type distinct from int. The set containing
these function symbols is denoted by F, and T (F,FPA,V) denotes the set of
terms of the form f(s1,...,sn) where f ∈ F and s1,...,sn are PA-terms. Notice
that nesting of function symbols from F is not permitted, thus resulting in a
very simple term structure. This simple structure is none the less suﬃcient for
modeling imperative programs. In the following, s∗ denotes a tuple of PA-terms,
and notions from terms are extended to tuples of terms component-wise. A
substitution is a mapping from variables to PA-terms.
Deﬁnition 2 (Syntax of PA-constraints). An atomic PA-constraint has the
form s ≃ t, s ≥ t, or s > t for PA-terms s,t. The set of PA-constraints is
inductively deﬁned as follows:
1. ⊤ is a PA-constraint.
2. Every atomic PA-constraint is a PA-constraint.
3. If C is a PA-constraint, then ¬C is a PA-constraint.
4. If C1,C2 are PA-constraints, then C1 ∧ C2 is a PA-constraint.
The Boolean connectives ∨, ⇒, and ⇔ are deﬁned as usual. PA-constraints
of the form s < t and s ≤ t are used to stand for t > s and t ≥ s, respectively.
Also, s  ≃ t stands for ¬(s ≃ t), and similarly for the other predicates.
PA-constraints have the expected semantics. In the next deﬁnition, n denotes
the integer corresponding to the variable-free PA-term n.
Deﬁnition 3 (Semantics of PA-constraints). A variable-free PA-constraint
C is PA-valid iﬀ
1. C has the form ⊤, or
2. C has the form s ≃ t and s = t in Z, or
3. C has the form s > t and s > t in Z, or
4. C has the form ¬C1 and C1 is not PA-valid, or
5. C has the form C1 ∧ C2 and both C1 and C2 are PA-valid.
A PA-constraint C with variables is PA-valid iﬀ Cσ is PA-valid for all ground
substitutions σ : V(C) → T (FPA). A PA-constraint C is PA-satisﬁable iﬀ there
exists a ground substitution σ : V(C) → T (FPA) such that Cσ is PA-valid.
Otherwise, C is PA-unsatisﬁable.
PA-validity and PA-satisﬁability are decidable [25]. For PA-terms s,t, writing
s ≃PA t is a shorthand for “s ≃ t is PA-valid”. Similarly, for terms s,t ∈
T (F,FPA,V), s ≃PA t iﬀ s = f(s∗) and t = g(t∗) such that f = g and s∗ ≃PA t∗.4
The rewrite rules of PA-based TRSs relate terms from T (F,FPA,V) and are
equipped with a PA-constraint. This constraint is used the restrict applicability
of the rewrite rule, see Deﬁnition 5.
Deﬁnition 4 (PA-Based Rewrite Rules). A PA-based rewrite rule has the
form l → rJCK where l,r ∈ T (F,FPA,V) and C is a PA-constraint. Thus, l and
r have the form f(s1,...,sn) where f ∈ F and s1,...,sn are PA-terms.
The constraint ⊤ is omitted in a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJ⊤K. A PA-
based term rewrite system (PA-based TRS) R is a ﬁnite set of PA-based rewrite
rules. PA-based TRSs give rise to the following rewrite relation. It is based on
extended rewriting [22] and requires that the constraint of the PA-based rewrite
rule is PA-valid after being instantiated by the matching substitution. Notice
that reductions are only possible at the root position of a term and that all
variables are instantiated to PA-terms by the substitution.
Deﬁnition 5 (Rewrite Relation). For a PA-based TRS R, let s →PA\R t iﬀ
there exist a rule l → rJCK ∈ R and a substitution σ such that
1. s ≃PA lσ,
2. Cσ is PA-valid, and
3. t = rσ.
Example 6. Using the PA-based TRS from Example 1, the term eval(−1,1) can
be reduced using the substitution σ = {x  → −1,y  → 1} since eval(−1,1) =
eval(x,y)σ and (x < y)σ = (−1 < 1) is PA-valid. Therefore, eval(−1,1) →PA\R
eval(−1+1,1). The term eval(−1+1,1) can be reduced once more, resulting in
eval(−1 + 1 + 1,1), which cannot be reduced anymore. ♦
3 Translating Imperative Programs into PA-based TRSs
In this paper, a simple imperative programming language where programs are
formed according to the grammar in Figure 1 is considered. Most constructs in
this programming language have the expected meaning, i.e., skip is a do-nothing
statement, break aborts execution of the innermost while-loop surrounding it,
and continue aborts the current iteration of the innermost while-loop sur-
rounding it and immediately starts the next iteration. The either- and nondet-
constructs can be used to abstract certain aspects of a program that do not
need to be modeled precisely. For this, the either-statement denotes a nonde-
terministic choice. The nondet-construct used in arithmetic expressions stands of
a nondeterministically chosen value, where nondet-cond can be used to put some
constraints on this value. For example, the eﬀect of x := ?[? < x]; is to assign
a new value to the variable x that is strictly smaller than the current value of x.
The assume-statement is used to state preconditions. For the PA-constraints in
cond, conjunction is written as &&, disjunction is written as ||, and negation is
written as !. Furthermore, the predicates are written in their plain text repre-
sentation. It is assumed that every parallel assignment statement contains each5
variable of the program at most once on its left-hand side. A parallel assignment
statement (x1,...,xk) := (e1,...,ek) with k = 1 is also written x1 := e1,
and x++ abbreviates x := x + 1. Similarly, x-- abbreviates x := x - 1.
prog ::= stmt
| assume; stmt
stmt ::= skip
| assign
| stmt; stmt
| if (cond) {stmt} else {stmt}
| while (cond) {stmt}
| break
| continue
| either {stmt} or {stmt}
assume ::= assume cond
cond ::= “PA-constraints”
assign ::= (var1,...,vark) := (exp1,...,expk) for some k ≥ 1
exp ::= exp’
| exp’ / nat
exp’ ::= “linear arithmetic expressions, possibly containing nondet”
nat ::= n for some n ∈ N − {0}
nondet ::= ?[nondet-cond]
nondet-cond ::= “PA-constraints using ? as an extra variable”
Fig.1. Grammar for the imperative programming language.
The translation now proceeds as follows, where it is assumed that the pro-
gram uses the variables x1,...,xn. Assume that the program contains m control
points (i.e., program entry, while-loops and if-statements1). Then the ith con-
trol point in the program is assigned a function symbol evali : int×...×int →
univ with n arguments. For simplicity and without loss of generality, assume
that each straight-line code segment between control points is a single parallel
assignment statement, skip, or empty.
For all 1 ≤ i,j ≤ m such that the jth control point can be reached from the
ith control point by a straight-line code segment, each such straight-line code
segment gives rise to a PA-based rewrite rule of the form
evali(...) → evalj(...)JCK
where the constraint C is determined as follows. If the ith control point is the
program entry, then C is the condition of the assume-statement, if any. If the
ith control point is a while-loop, then C is the condition of the while-loop or
the negated condition of the while-loop, depending on whether the loop body
is entered to reach the jth control point or not. If the ith control point is an if-
statement, then C is the condition of the if-statement or the negated condition
1 For termination purposes it is not necessary to consider the program exit.6
of the if-statement, depending on whether the then-branch or the else-branch
is taken to reach the jth control point.2
If the straight-line code segment is a skip-statement or empty, then the
rewrite rule becomes
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(x1,...,xn)JCK
If the straight-line code segment is a parallel assignment statement (x1,...,xk)
:= (e1,...,ek) that does not contain divisions, then the rewrite rule becomes
evali(x1,...,xn) → evalj(e
′
1,...,e
′
n)JC ∧ DK
Here, e′
i is obtained from ei by replacing each occurrence of an expression of the
form ?[Dj] by a fresh variable zj. Furthermore, the constraint Dj{?  → zj} is
added as a conjunct to D, where “{?  → zj} means that the symbol “?” for the
nondeterministically chosen value is replaced by the fresh variable zj.
Notice that the arguments to evali on the left-hand side are thus distinct
variables.
Example 7. Using the translation given so far, the imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
while (x > 0) {
x--;
y++
}
} else {
while (y > 0) {
y--;
x++
}
}
}
is translated into the PA-based rewrite rules
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval1(x,y) → eval3(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x − 1,y + 1)Jx > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx  > 0K (4)
eval3(x,y) → eval3(x + 1,y − 1)Jy > 0K (5)
eval3(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jy  > 0K (6)
2 It is also possible to combine the control point of an if-statement with its (textually)
preceding control point. Then C is the conjunction of the constraints obtained from
these two control points.7
Here, the outer while-loop is the ﬁrst control point and the inner while-loop are
the second and third control points, i.e., the optimization mentioned in Footnote
2 has been used. This PA-based TRS is used as a running example. ♦
Next, it is discussed how parallel assignment statements containing division
are handled. For simplicity of presentation, only the case where the parallel
assignment statement consists of exactly one assignment is considered. Further-
more, it is assumed that this assignment does not contain nondet-constructs.
The method extends to the general case in the obvious way. Thus, assume that
the assignment to xi has the form
xi :=
e
d
for a linear polynomial e and d ∈ N − {0}. The result of the division is then
given as the unique y satisfying the PA-constraint
div(e,d,y,z) := d   y + z ≃ e ∧ [ (e ≥ 0 ∧ 0 ≤ z ∧ z < d) ∨
(e < 0 ∧ −d < z ∧ z ≤ 0) ]
for some z. Intuitively, y is the quotient and z is the remainder of the division.
The rewrite rule thus has the shape
evali(...,xi,...) → evalj(...,y,...)JC ∧ div(e,d,y,z)K
Example 8. The imperative program
while (l < u) {
either {
l := (l + u + 2) / 2
} or {
u := (l + u) / 2
}
}
is translated into the PA-based rewrite rules
eval(l,u) → eval(l
′,u)Jl < u ∧ div(l + u + 2,2,l
′,z)K
eval(l,u) → eval(l,u′)Jl < u ∧ div(l + u,2,u′,z)K
The above imperative program contains the updates to the upper and lower
bound used in binary search. ♦
The following theorem is based on the observation that any state transition
of the imperative program can be mimicked by a rewrite sequence.
Theorem 9. Let P be an imperative program. Then the above translation pro-
duces a PA-based TRS RP such that P is terminating if RP is terminating.8
Proof sketch. That the translation produces a PA-based TRS is immediate by
inspection. For the second statement, consider the control ﬂow graph associated
with P, where, as in [24], each control point produces a node and the transitions
are labeled by the parallel assignment statement executed during that transition
and the condition obtained from the while-loop, if-, or assume-statement. A
typical transition has the form
ith control point jth control point
C
(x1,...,xk) := (e1,...,ek)
It now suﬃces to notice that the translation produces the rewrite rule
evali(...) → evalj(...)JCK
corresponding to this transition. ⊓ ⊔
Notice that RP might be non-terminating even if P is terminating. The
translation can be replaced by a diﬀerent translation and it is possible to consider
translations from more general transition systems as long as the statement of
the theorem is satisﬁed. The remainder of this paper is concerned with methods
for showing termination of PA-based TRSs.
4 Characterizing Termination of PA-Based TRSs
In order to verify termination of PA-based TRSs, the notion of chains is used. In-
tuitively, a chain represents a possible sequence of rule applications in a reduction
w.r.t. →PA\R. In the following, it is always assumed that diﬀerent (occurrences
of) PA-based rewrite rules are variable-disjoint, and the domain of substitutions
may be inﬁnite. This allows for a single substitution in the following deﬁnition.
Recall that →PA\R is only applied at the root position of a term.
Deﬁnition 10 (R-Chains). Let R be a PA-based TRS. A (possibly inﬁnite)
sequence of PA-based rewrite rules l1 → r1JC1K,l2 → r2JC2K,... from R is an
R-chain iﬀ there exists a substitution σ such that riσ ≃PA li+1σ and Ciσ is
PA-valid for all i ≥ 1.
Example 11. Continuing Example 7, the R-chain
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK
eval2(x′,y′) → eval2(x′ − 1,y′ + 1) Jx′ > 0K
eval2(x′′,y′′) → eval2(x′′ − 1,y′′ + 1)Jx′′ > 0K
eval2(x′′′,y′′′) → eval1(x′′′,y′′′) Jx′′′  > 0K
can be built by considering the substitution σ = {x  → 2,x′  → 2,x′′  → 1,x′′′  →
0,y  → 1,y′  → 1,y′′  → 2,y′′′  → 3} since then eval2(x,y)σ = eval2(2,1) =
eval2(x′,y′)σ, eval2(x′ − 1,y′ + 1)σ = eval2(2 − 1,1 + 1) ≃PA eval2(1,2) =
eval2(x′′,y′′)σ, and eval2(x′′ −1,y′′ +1)σ = eval2(1−1,2+1) ≃PA eval2(0,3) =
eval2(x′′′,y′′′)σ, where additionally (x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y)σ = (2 > 0 ∧ 1 >
0 ∧ 2 > 1), (x′ > 0)σ = (2 > 0), (x′′ > 0)σ = (1 > 0), and (x′′′  > 0)σ = (0  > 0)
are PA-valid. ♦9
Using the notion of R-chains, the following characterization of termination
of a PA-based TRS R is immediate.
Theorem 12. Let R be a PA-based TRS. Then R is terminating if and only if
there are no inﬁnite R-chains.
Proof. Let R be a PA-based TRS.
“⇐” Assume there exists a term s ∈ T (F,FPA,V) which starts an inﬁnite
→PA\R-reduction and consider an inﬁnite reduction starting with s. According
to the deﬁnition of →PA\R, there exist a PA-based rewrite rule l1 → r1JC1K ∈ R
and a substitution σ1 such that s ≃PA l1σ1 and C1σ is PA-valid. The reduction
then yields r1σ1 and the inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction continues with r1σ1, i.e.,
the term r1σ1 starts an inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction as well. The ﬁrst PA-based
rewrite rule in the inﬁnite R-chain that is getting constructed is l1 → r1JC1K.
The other PA-based rewrite rules of the inﬁnite R-chain are determined in the
same way: let li → riJCiK be a PA-based rewrite rule such that riσi starts an
inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction. Again a PA-based rewrite rule li+1 → ri+1JCi+1K is
applied to riσi using a substitution σi+1 and the term ri+1σi+1 starts an inﬁnite
→PA\R-reduction. This produces the next PA-based rewrite rule in the inﬁnite
R-chain. In this way, the inﬁnite sequence
l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K, l3 → r3JC3K, ...
is obtained. Since it is assumed that diﬀerent (occurrences of) PA-based rewrite
rules are variable-disjoint, the substitution σ = σ1 ∪σ2 ∪... gives riσ ≃PA li+1σ
and PA-validity of the instantiated PA-constraint Ciσ for all i ≥ 1. Thus, the
above inﬁnite sequence is indeed an inﬁnite R-chain.
“⇒” Assume there exists an inﬁnite R-chain
l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K, l3 → r3JC3K, ...
Hence, there exists a substitution σ such that
r1σ ≃PA l2σ,
r2σ ≃PA l3σ,
. . .
and the instantiated PA-constraints C1σ,C2σ,... are PA-valid.
From this, the inﬁnite →PA\R-reduction
r1σ →PA\R r2σ →PA\R r3σ...
is obtained, and R is thus not terminating. ⊓ ⊔10
In the next sections, various techniques for showing termination of PA-based
TRSs are developed. These techniques are stated independently of each other
in the form of termination processors, following the dependency pair framework
for ordinary term rewriting [15] and for term rewriting with built-in numbers
[13]. The main motivation for this approach is that it allows to combine diﬀerent
termination techniques in a ﬂexible manner since it typically does not suﬃce to
just use a single technique in a successful termination proof.
Termination processors are used to transform a PA-based TRS into a (ﬁnite)
set of simpler PA-based TRSs for which termination is (hopefully) easier to
show. A termination processor Proc is sound iﬀ for all PA-based TRSs R, R
is terminating whenever all PA-based TRSs in Proc(R) are terminating. Notice
that Proc(R) = {R} is possible. This can be interpreted as a failure of Proc and
indicates that a diﬀerent termination processor should be applied.
Using sound termination processors, a termination proof of a PA-based TRS
R then consists of the recursive application of these processors. If all PA-based
TRSs obtained in this process are transformed into ∅, then R is terminating.
5 Termination Graphs
Notice that a PA-based TRS R might give rise to inﬁnitely many diﬀerent R-
chains. This section introduces a method that represents these inﬁnitely many
chains in a ﬁnite graph. Then, each R-chain (and thus each computation path in
the imperative program) corresponds to a path in this graph. By considering the
strongly connected components of this graph, it then becomes possible to decom-
pose a PA-based TRS into several independent PA-based TRSs by determining
which PA-based rewrite rules may follow each other in a chain.
The termination processor based on this idea uses termination graphs. This
notion is motivated by the notion of dependency graphs used in the depen-
dency pair framework for ordinary term rewriting [1] and normalized equational
rewriting with constraints [13].
Deﬁnition 13 (Termination Graphs). Let R be a PA-based TRS. The nodes
of the R-termination graph TG(R) are the PA-based rewrite rules from R and
there is an arc from l1 → r1JC1K to l2 → r2JC2K iﬀ l1 → r1JC1K, l2 → r2JC2K is
an R-chain.
In contrast to [1,13], it is decidable whether there is an arc from l1 → r1JC1K
to l2 → r2JC2K. Let r1 = f(s∗) and l2 = g(t∗). If f  = g then there is no
arc between the PA-based rewrite rules. Otherwise, there is an arc between the
PA-based rewrite rules iﬀ there is a substitution σ such that the constraint
s∗σ ≃ t∗σ ∧ C1σ ∧ C2σ is PA-valid, i.e., iﬀ s∗ ≃ t∗ ∧ C1 ∧ C2 is PA-satisﬁable.
A set R′ ⊆ R of PA-based rewrite rules is a cycle in TG(R) iﬀ for all
PA-based rewrite rules l1 → r1JC1K and l2 → r2JC2K from R′ there exists a
non-empty path from l1 → r1JC1K to l2 → r2JC2K that only traverses PA-based
rewrite rules from R′. A cycle is a strongly connected component (SCC) if it is
not a proper subset of any other cycle. Now, every inﬁnite R-chain contains an11
inﬁnite tail that stays within a cycle of TG(R), and it is thus suﬃcient to prove
the absence of inﬁnite chains for each SCC separately.
Theorem 14 (Processor Based on Termination Graphs). The termina-
tion processor with Proc(R) = {R1,...,Rn}, where R1,...,Rn are the SCCs of
TG(R), is sound.3
Proof. After a ﬁnite number of PA-based rewrite rules in the beginning, any
inﬁnite R-chain only contains PA-based rewrite rules from some SCC. Hence,
every inﬁnite R-chain gives rise to an inﬁnite Ri-chain for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n and
Proc is thus sound. ⊓ ⊔
Example 15. Continuing Example 7, recall the termination problem
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval1(x,y) → eval3(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x − 1,y + 1)Jx > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx  > 0K (4)
eval3(x,y) → eval3(x + 1,y − 1)Jy > 0K (5)
eval3(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jy  > 0K (6)
This termination problem gives rise to the termination graph
(1) (3) (4) (2) (5) (6)
The termination graph contains two SCC and the termination processor of The-
orem 14 returns the termination problems {(3)} and {(5)}, which can be handled
independently of each other. ♦
6 PA-Polynomial Interpretations
In this section, well-founded relations on terms are considered and it is shown
that PA-based rewrite rules may be deleted from a PA-based TRS if their left-
hand side is strictly “bigger” than their right-hand side. A promising way for the
generation of such well-founded relations is the use of polynomial interpretations
[20]. In contrast to [20], PA-based TRSs allow for the use of polynomial inter-
pretations with coeﬃcients from Z. In the term rewriting literature, polynomial
interpretations with coeﬃcients from Z have been utilized in [17,16,13].
A PA-polynomial interpretation maps each symbol f ∈ F to a polynomial
over Z such that Pol(f) ∈ Z[x1,...,xn] if f has n arguments. The mapping
Pol is then extended to terms from T (F,FPA,V) by letting [f(t1,...,tn)]Pol =
3 Notice, in particular, that Proc(∅) = ∅. Also, notice that PA-based rewrite rules
with unsatisﬁable constraints are not connected to any PA-based rewrite rule and
do thus not occur in any SCC.12
Pol(f)(t1,...,tn) for all f ∈ F. Now PA-polynomial interpretations generate
relations on terms as follows. Here, the requirement [s]Pol ≥ 0 is needed for
well-foundedness of ≻Pol.
Deﬁnition 16 (≻Pol and  Pol). Let Pol be a PA-polynomial interpretation,
let s,t ∈ T (F,FPA,V), and let C be a PA-constraint. Then
– s ≻C
Pol t iﬀ ∀∗. C ⇒ [s]Pol ≥ 0 and ∀∗. C ⇒ [s]Pol > [t]Pol are true in the
integers, where, ∀∗ denotes the universal closure of the formula.
– s  C
Pol t iﬀ ∀∗. C ⇒ [s]Pol ≥ [t]Pol is true in the integers.
Using PA-polynomial interpretations, PA-based rewrite rules l → rJCK with
l ≻C
Pol r can be removed from a PA-based TRS if all remaining PA-based rewrite
rules l′ → r′JC′K satisfy l′  C
′
Pol r′.
Theorem 17 (Processor Based on PA-Polynomial Interpretations). Let
Pol be a PA-polynomial interpretation and let Proc be the termination processor
with Proc(R) =
• {R − R′}, if R′ ⊆ R such that
– l ≻C
Pol r for all l → rJCK ∈ R′, and
– l  C
Pol r for all l → rJCK ∈ R − R′.
• {R}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 23 from Section 6.1. ⊓ ⊔
Example 18. Continuing Example 15, recall the PA-based TRSs {(3)} and {(5)}
that can be handled independently of each other. For the ﬁrst PA-based TRS,
a PA-polynomial interpretation such that Pol(eval2) = x1 can be used. Then
eval2(x,y) ≻
Jx>0K
Pol eval2(x − 1,y + 1) since ∀x. x > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0 and ∀x. x > 0 ⇒
x > x−1 are true in the integers. Applying the termination processor of Theorem
17, the ﬁrst PA-based TRS is thus transformed into the trivial PA-based TRS
∅. The second PA-based TRS can be handled similarly using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with Pol(eval3) = x2. ♦
If Pol(f) is linear for all f, then it is decidable whether l ≻C
Pol r or l  C
Pol
r is true. A method for the automatic generation of suitable PA-polynomial
interpretations is presented in Section 8.1.
6.1 PA-Reduction Pairs
For the proof of Theorem 17, it is convenient to give an abstract characterization
of well-founded relations on terms that may be used for termination proofs of
PA-based TRSs. The relations that can be used may not make a distinction
between terms that are PA-equivalent, i.e., they need to satisfy the following
requirement.13
Deﬁnition 19 (PA-Compatible Relations). A relation ⊲⊳ on T (F,FPA,V)
is PA-compatible iﬀ s′ ≃PA s ⊲⊳ t ≃PA t′ implies s′ ⊲⊳ t′ for all s,t,s′,t′.
The notion of PA-reduction pairs is motivated by the notion of reduction
pairs [19]. A PA-reduction pair consists of two relations   and ≻, where it is
not required that ≻ is the strict part of  .
Deﬁnition 20 (PA-Reduction Pairs). A PA-reduction pair ( ,≻) consists
of two relations on T (F,FPA,V) such that ≻ is well-founded,   and ≻ are
PA-compatible, and ≻ is compatible with  , i.e.,   ◦ ≻ ⊆ ≻ or ≻ ◦   ⊆ ≻.
Relations on T (F,FPA,V) are extended to operate on terms with constraints
as follows. Intuitively, it suﬃces to consider all instantiations that make the
constraint PA-valid.
Deﬁnition 21 (Relations on Constrained Terms). Let ⊲⊳ be a relation on
T (F,FPA,V). Let s,t be terms and let C be a PA-constraint. Then s ⊲⊳C t iﬀ
sσ ⊲⊳ tσ for all substitutions σ such that Cσ is PA-valid.
Example 22. Consider the relation >PA on PA-terms over V, deﬁned by s >PA t
iﬀ s > t is PA-valid. Then x + y  >PA x since x + y > x is not PA-valid. On the
other hand, x + y >
Jy>0K
PA x. ♦
Using PA-reduction pairs, PA-based rewrite rules l → rJCK such that l ≻C r
can be removed from a termination problem if all remaining PA-based rewrite
rules l′ → r′JC′K satisfy l′  C
′
r′. This generalizes Theorem 17.
Theorem 23 (Processor Based on PA-Reduction Pairs). Let ( ,≻) be a
PA-reduction pair and let Proc be the termination processor with Proc(R) =
• {R − R′}, if R′ ⊆ R such that
– l ≻C r for all l → rJCK ∈ R′, and
– l  C r for all l → rJCK ∈ R − R′.
• {R}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. In the second case soundness is obvious. Otherwise, it needs to be shown
that every inﬁnite R-chain contains only ﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules
from R′. Thus, assume that l1 → r1JC1K,l2 → r2JC2K,... is an inﬁnite R-chain
using the substitution σ. Hence, riσ ≃PA li+1σ and Ciσ is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1.
Since li  Ci ri for all li → riJCiK ∈ R−R′ and li ≻Ci ri for all li → riJCiK ∈
R′, this implies liσ   riσ or liσ ≻ riσ for all i ≥ 1. Hence, the inﬁnite R-chain
gives rise to
l1σ ⊲⊳1 r1σ ≃PA l2σ ⊲⊳2 r2σ ≃PA l3σ ...
where ⊲⊳i ∈ { ,≻}. Since   and ≻ are PA-compatible,
l1σ ⊲⊳1 l2σ ⊲⊳2 l3σ ...14
If the inﬁnite R-chain contains inﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules from R′,
then ⊲⊳i = ≻ for inﬁnitely many i. In this case, the compatibility of ≻ with
  produces an inﬁnite ≻-chain, contradicting the well-foundedness of ≻. Thus,
only ﬁnitely many PA-based rewrite rules from R′ occur in the inﬁnite R-chain
and there thus exists an inﬁnite (R − R′)-chain as well. ⊓ ⊔
For the proof of Theorem 17, it thus suﬃces to show that PA-polynomial
interpretations give rise to PA-reduction pairs. For this, ≻Pol is deﬁned by s ≻Pol
t iﬀ s ≻
J⊤K
Pol t, and similarly for  Pol.
Theorem 24. Let Pol be a PA-polynomial interpretation. Then ( Pol,≻Pol) is
a PA-reduction pair.
Proof. It needs to be shown that ≻Pol is well-founded, that  Pol and ≻Pol are
PA-compatible, and that ≻Pol is compatible with  Pol.
≻Pol is well-founded: For a contradiction, assume that s1 ≻Pol s2 ≻Pol ... is an
inﬁnite descending sequence of terms. This means that [si]Pol > [si+1]Pol and
[si]Pol ≥ 0 for all i ≥ 1 and all instantiations of the variables by integers. By
ﬁxing an arbitrary instantiation, integers d1,d2,... ≥ 0 are obtained such that
d1 > d2 > ..., which is clearly impossible.
 Pol and ≻Pol are PA-compatible. Let s  Pol t and assume that s′ ≃PA s
and t ≃PA t′. Then s = f(s∗),s′ = f(s′∗),t = g(t∗), and t′ = g(t′∗), where
s∗ ≃PA s′∗ and t∗ ≃PA t′∗. Clearly, s ≃PA s′ implies that s and s′ are equal for
all instantiations of the variables by integers. Thus, [s′]Pol = Pol(f)(s′
1,...,s′
n) =
Pol(f)(s1,...,sn) ≥ Pol(g)(t1,...,tm) = Pol(g)(t′
1,...,t′
n) = [t′]Pol for all in-
stantiations of the variables by integers since s  Pol t. But this means s′  Pol t′.
The PA-compatibility of ≻Pol is shown the same way.
≻Pol is compatible with  Pol: For showing that ≻Pol ◦  Pol ⊆ ≻Pol, let s ≻Pol
t  Pol u, i.e., [s]Pol > [t]Pol ≥ [u]Pol and [s]Pol ≥ 0 for all instantiations of
the variables by integers. But then [s]Pol > [u]Pol for all instantiations of the
variables as well and therefore s ≻Pol u.
Also,  Pol ◦ ≻Pol ⊆ ≻Pol. To see this, let s  Pol t ≻Pol u. Then [s]Pol ≥
[t]Pol > [u]Pol and [t]Pol ≥ 0 for all instantiations of the variables by integers.
But then also [s]Pol ≥ 0 and [s]Pol > [u]Pol for all instantiations of the variables,
i.e., s ≻Pol u. ⊓ ⊔
7 Chaining
It is possible to replace a PA-based rewrite rule l → rJCK by a set of new PA-
based rewrite rules that are formed by chaining l → rJCK to the PA-based rewrite
rules that may follow it in an inﬁnite chain.4 This way, further information about
4 Dually, it is possible to consider the PA-based rewrite rules that may precede it.15
the possible substitutions used for a chain can be obtained. Chaining of PA-based
rewrite rules corresponds to executing bigger parts of the imperative program at
once, spanning several control points. Within this section, it is assume that all
PA-based rewrite rules have the form f(x1,...,xn) → rJCK, where x1,...,xn
are distinct variables. Recall that the PA-based rewrite rules generated by the
translation from Section 3 satisfy this requirement.
Example 25. Consider the following imperative program and the PA-based TRS
generated from it.
while (x > z) {
while (y > z) {
y--
}
x--
}
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx > zK (7)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y − 1,z) Jy > zK (8)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x − 1,y,z) Jy  > zK (9)
The PA-based TRS {(7),(8),(9)} is transformed into {(7),(9)} using a PA-
polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x2−x3. The PA-based
TRS {(7),(9)} cannot be handled by the techniques presented so far. Notice that
in any chain, each occurrence of the PA-based rewrite rule (7) is followed by an
occurrence of the PA-based rewrite rule (9). Thus, (7) may be replaced by a
new PA-based rewrite rule that simulates an application of (7) followed by an
application of (9). This new PA-based rewrite rule is
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x − 1,y,z) Jx > z ∧ y  > zK (7.9)
The PA-based TRS {(7.9),(9)} is ﬁrst transformed into the PA-based TRS
{(7.9)} using the termination graph. Then, the PA-based TRS {(7.9)} can be
handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = x1 − x3. ♦
Formally, this idea can be stated as the following termination processor. In
practice, its main use is the propagation of PA-constraints. Notice that chaining
of PA-based rewrite rules is easily possible if the left-hand sides have the form
f(x1,...,xn). Also, notice that the rule l → f(s1,...,sn)JCK is replaced by the
rules that are obtained by chaining.
Theorem 26 (Processor Based on Chaining). The termination proces-
sor with Proc(R ⊎ {l → f(s1,...,sn)JCK}) = {R ∪ R′} where R′ = {l →
r′ JC ∧C′ K | f(x1,...,xn) → r′JC′K ∈ R∪{l → f(s1,...,sn)JCK},  = {x1  →
s1,...,xn  → sn}} is sound.
Proof. It needs to be shown that every occurrence of (a variable-renamed version
of) l → rJCK and the PA-based rewrite rule following it in an inﬁnite chain can
be replaced by some PA-based rewrite rule from R′. Thus, assume some inﬁnite
chain contains ...,l → rJCK,l′ → r′JC′K,v → wJDK,.... Let the inﬁnite chain
be based on the substitution σ, i.e., rσ ≃PA l′σ and Cσ and C′σ are PA-valid.
Since r = l′ , rσ = l′ σ and thus rσ ≃PA l′ σ. Therefore l′ σ ≃PA l′σ and
thus xi σ ≃PA xiσ for all variables x occurring in l′. This implies that C′ σ is
PA-valid since C′σ is PA-valid. Thus, l → rJCK,l′ → r′JC′K can be replaced by
l → r′ JC ∧ C′ K since Cσ ∧ C′ σ is PA-valid and r′ σ ≃PA r′σ ≃PA vσ. ⊓ ⊔16
8 Implementation
In order to show the eﬀectiveness and practicality of the proposed approach,
it has been implemented in the prototype tool pasta (PA-based Term Rewrite
System Termination Analyzer). The prototype pasta has been written in OCaml
and consists of about 1500 lines of code. The input to pasta is a PA-based TRS,
and it attempts to ﬁnd a termination proof fully automatically. An empirical
evaluation shows that pasta is indeed very successful and eﬀective.
The ﬁrst decision that has to be made is the order in which the termination
processors from Sections 5–7 are applied. For this, the loop given in Figure 2
is used. Here, SCC is the termination processor of Theorem 14 that returns the
todo := SCC(R)
while todo  = ∅ do
P := pick-and-remove(todo)
P
′ := polo(P)
if P = P
′ then
P
′ := chain(P)
if P = P
′ then
return “Failure”
end if
end if
todo := todo ∪ SCC(P
′)
end while
return “Termination shown”
Fig.2. Main loop of pasta.
SCCs of the termination graph, polo is the termination processor of Theorem
17 using linear PA-polynomial interpretations that removes PA-based rewrite
rules which are decreasing w.r.t. ≻Pol, and chain is the termination processor of
Theorem 26 that combines PA-based rewrite rules.
SCC builds the termination graph using a decision procedure for PA-satisﬁ-
ability. Then, the standard graph algorithm is used to compute the SCCs. In
pasta, the library ocamlgraph5 is used for graph manipulations, and the SMT
solver yices6 is used as a decision procedure for PA-satisﬁability. The most
non-trivial part of the implementation is the function polo for the automatic
generation of (linear) PA-polynomial interpretations.
8.1 Automatic Generation of PA-Polynomial Interpretations
For the automatic generation, a linear parametric PA-polynomial interpreta-
tion is used, i.e., an interpretation where the coeﬃcients of the polynomials are
5 Freely available from http://ocamlgraph.lri.fr/
6 Available from http://yices.csl.sri.com/17
not integers but parameters that have to be determined. Thus, Pol(evali) =
ai,1x1 + ... + ai,nxn + ci for each function symbol evali, where the ai,j and ci
are parameters.
In this section, it is assumed that the constraints of all PA-based rewrite rules
are conjunctions of atomic PA-constraints. This can be achieved by a conversion
into disjunctive normal form (DNF) and the introduction of one rewrite rule for
each dual clause in this DNF. Recall that the termination processor of Theo-
rem 17 operating on a PA-based TRS R aims at generating a PA-polynomial
interpretation Pol with
• lJCK ≻Pol rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ R′ for some non-empty R′ ⊆ R and
• lJCK  Pol rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ R − R′.
As shown in Section 6, it suﬃces to show that
• ∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol − [r]Pol > 0 and ∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol ≥ 0 are true in the integers
for all l → rJCK ∈ R′ for some non-empty R′ ⊆ R and
• ∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol − [r]Pol ≥ 0 is true in the integers for all l → rJCK ∈ R − R′
where ∀∗ denotes the universal closure. Notice that [l]Pol and [l]Pol − [r]Pol are
linear parametric polynomials, i.e., polynomials over the variables whose coeﬃ-
cients are linear polynomials over the parameters. For instance, if [l] = eval(x,x)
and Pol(eval) = ax1 + bx2 + c, then [l]Pol = (a + b)x + c.
In order to determine the parameters such that ∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol −[r]Pol ≥ 0 is
true in the integers for all l → rJCK ∈ R, suﬃcient conditions on the parameters
are derived and it is checked whether these conditions are satisﬁable. The deriva-
tion of the conditions is done independently for the PA-based rewrite rules, but
the check for satisﬁability of the conditions considers all PA-based rewrite rules
since they need to be oriented using the same PA-polynomial interpretation.
For a single PA-based rewrite rule l → rJCK, the conditions on the parameters
are obtained as follows, where p = [l]Pol − [r]Pol:
1. C is transformed into a conjunction of atomic PA-constraints of the form Pn
i=1 aixi + c ≥ 0 where a1,...,an,c ∈ Z.
2. Use the PA-constraints from step 1. to derive upper and/or lower bounds on
the variables in p.
3. Use the bounds from step 2. to derive conditions on the parameters.
Step 1: Transformation of C. This is straightforward: s ≃ t is transformed into
s − t ≥ 0 and t − s ≥ 0, s ≥ t is transformed into s − t ≥ 0, and s > t is
transformed into s − t − 1 ≥ 0.
Step 2: Deriving upper and/or lower bounds. The PA-constraints obtained after
step 1. might already contain upper and/or lower bounds on the variables, where
a lower bound has the form x+c ≥ 0 and an upper bound has the from −x+c ≥ 0
for some c ∈ Z. Otherwise, it might be possible to obtain such bounds as follows.
An atomic constraint of the form ax+c ≥ 0 with a  = 1,−1 that contains only
one variable gives a bound on that variable that can be obtained by dividing by18
|a| and rounding. For example, the PA-constraint 2x+3 ≥ 0 is transformed into
x + 1 ≥ 0, and −3x − 2 ≥ 0 is transformed into −x − 1 ≥ 0.
An atomic PA-constraint with more than one variable can be used to express
a variable x occurring with coeﬃcient 1 in terms of the other variables and a fresh
slack variable w with w ≥ 0. This allows to eliminate x from the polynomial p
and at the same time gives the lower bound 0 on the slack variable w. For
example, x−2y ≥ 0 can be used to eliminate the variable x by replacing it with
2y + w. Similar reasoning applies if the variable x occurs with coeﬃcient −1.
These ideas are formalized in the transformation rules from Figure 3 that
operate on triples  C1,C2,q  where C1 and C2 are sets of atomic PA-constraints
and q is a linear parametric polynomial. Here, C1 only contains PA-constraints
of the form ±xi + c ≥ 0 giving upper and/or lower bounds on the variable xi
and C2 contains arbitrary atomic PA-constraints. The initial triple is  ∅,C,p .
C1, C2 ⊎ {aixi + c ≥ 0}, q
Strengthen if ai  = 0
C1 ∪
n
ai
|ai|xi + ⌊
c
|ai|⌋ ≥ 0
o
, C2, q
C1, C2 ⊎
˘Pn
i=1 aixi + c ≥ 0
¯
, q
Express
+
if aj = 1 and σ is the substitution
{xj  → −
P
i =j aixi − c + w}
for a fresh slack variable w C1 ∪ {w ≥ 0}, C2σ, qσ
C1, C2 ⊎
˘Pn
i=1 aixi + c ≥ 0
¯
, q
Express
−
if aj = −1 and σ is the substitution
{xj  →
P
i =j aixi + c − w}
for a fresh slack variable w C1 ∪ {w ≥ 0}, C2σ, qσ
Fig.3. Transformation rules to derive upper and/or lower bounds.
Step 3: Deriving conditions on the parameters. After ﬁnishing step 2., a ﬁnal
triple  C1,C2,q  is obtained. If C1 contains more than one bound on a variable
xi, then it suﬃces to consider the maximal lower bound and the minimal upper
bound. The bounds in C1 are used in combination with absolute positiveness [18]
in order to obtain conditions on the parameters that make q =
Pn
i=1 pixi + p0
non-negative for all instantiations satisfying C1 ∪ C2.
If C1 contains a lower bound of the form xj +c ≥ 0 for the variable xj, then
notice that q =
Pn
i=1 pixi + p0 can also be written as q =
P
i =j pixi + pj(xj +
c)+p0−pjc. Since xj +c ≥ 0 is assumed, the absolute positiveness test requires
pj ≥ 0 as a condition on pj. Similarly, if −xj +c ≥ 0 occurs in C1, then q can be
written as q =
P
i =j pixi − pj(−xj + c) +p0 + pjc and −pj ≥ 0 is obtained as a
condition on pj. If C1 does not contain any upper or lower bound on a variable
xj, then pj = 0 is obtained by the absolute positiveness test. After all variables
of q have been processed in this fashion, it additionally needs to be required that
the constant term of the ﬁnal polynomial is non-negative as well.19
For example, if C1 = {x+1 ≥ 0, −y−1 ≥ 0} and q = (a+b)x+by+c, then
q can also be written as q = (a+b)(x +1)−b(−y −1) +c−(a +b)−b and the
absolute positiveness test requires a + b ≥ 0, −b ≥ 0, and c − a − 2b ≥ 0.
Summarizing this method, the algorithm from Figure 4 is used in order to
obtain conditions D on the parameters. Here, sign(C) is 1 if C is of the form
xi + c ≥ 0 and −1 if C is of the form −xi + c ≥ 0.
D := true
r := p0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
take constraint C of the form ±xi + c ≥ 0 from C1
if none such C exists then
D := D ∧ pi = 0
else
D := D ∧ sign(C)   pi ≥ 0
r := r − sign(C)   c   pi
end if
end for
D := D ∧ r ≥ 0
Fig.4. Deriving conditions on the parameters
Automatically ﬁnding strictly decreasing rules. For the termination processor of
Theorem 17, it also has to be ensured that R′ is non-empty, i.e., that at least
one PA-based rewrite rule is decreasing w.r.t. ≻Pol. Let l → rJCK be a PA-
based rewrite rule that should satisfy l ≻C
Pol r. Then, ∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol ≥ 0 gives
rise to conditions D1 on the parameters as above. The second condition, i.e.,
∀∗. C ⇒ [l]Pol − [r]Pol > 0, gives rise to conditions D2 just as above, with the
only diﬀerence that the last line of the algorithm now requires r > 0.
Given a set of rules {l1 → r1JC1K,...,ln → rnJCnK}, the ﬁnal constraint on
the parameters is then
Vn
i=1 Di∧
Wn
i=1(Di
1∧Di
2) where the Di are obtained from
∀∗. Ci ⇒ [li]Pol −[ri]Pol ≥ 0, the Di
1 are obtained from ∀∗. Ci ⇒ [li]Pol ≥ 0, and
the Di
2 are obtained from ∀∗. Ci ⇒ [li]Pol − [ri]Pol > 0.7 This constraint can be
given to a witness-producing decision procedure for PA-satisﬁability in order to
obtain values for the parameters. R′ can then be obtained easily.
Example 27. The method is illustrated on the termination problem {(8)} from
Example 25 consisting of the rewrite rule eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y − 1,z) Jy >
zK. For this, a parametric PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval2) = ax1+
bx2 + cx3 + d is used, where a,b,c,d are parameters that need to be deter-
mined. Thus, the goal is to instantiate the parameters in such a way that
7 It suﬃces to only consider the new condition r > 0 from the last line of the algorithm.20
eval2(x,y,z) ≻
Jy>zK
Pol eval2(x,y − 1,z), i.e., such that
∀x,y,z. y > z ⇒ [eval2(x,y,z)]Pol ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. y > z ⇒ [eval2(x,y,z)]Pol − [eval2(x,y − 1,z)]Pol > 0
are true in the integers. Notice that [eval2(x,y,z)]Pol = ax + by + cz + d and
[eval2(x,y − 1,z)]Pol = ax + by + cz − b + d. Therefore, [eval2(x,y,z)]Pol −
[eval2(x,y − 1,z)]Pol = b.
For the ﬁrst formula, the constraint y > z is transformed into y − z − 1 ≥ 0
in step 1. In step 2., the transformation rules from Figure 3 are applied to the
triple  ∅,{y − z − 1 ≥ 0},ax+ by + cz + d . A possible transformation sequence
is as follows, where the Express
+-step uses σ = {y  → z + w + 1}.
∅, {y − z − 1 ≥ 0}, ax + by + cz + d
Express
+
{w ≥ 0}, ∅, ax + (b + c)z + bw + b + d
Step 3. gives a = 0∧b+c = 0∧b ≥ 0∧b+d ≥ 0 as conditions on the parameters.
For the second formula from above, b > 0 is easily obtained as a condition on
the parameters. The ﬁnal constraint on the parameters is thus a = 0 ∧ b + c =
0 ∧ b ≥ 0 ∧ b + d ≥ 0 ∧ b > 0. This constraint is satisﬁable and yices returns
the witness values a = 0,b = 1,c = −1,d = 0, giving rise to the PA-polynomial
interpretation Pol(eval2) = x2 − x3 already considered in Example 25. ♦
9 Conclusions
This paper has presenter a method for showing termination of imperative pro-
grams operating on integers that is partially based on ideas from the term rewrit-
ing literature. For this, a translation from imperative programs into constrained
term rewrite systems operating on integers has been introduced. Then, tech-
niques for showing termination of such PA-based TRSs have been developed.
An implementation of this approach has been evaluated on a collection of 40
examples that were taken from various places, including several recent papers on
the termination of imperative programs [2–6,8,9,23,24]. The collection of exam-
ples includes “classical” algorithms such as binary search, bubblesort, heapsort,
and the computation of the greatest common divisor. Twelve out of these 40
examples (e.g., the heapsort example from [12]) require simple invariants on the
program variables (such as “a variable is always non-negative”) or simple reason-
ing of the kind “if variables do not change between control points, then relations
that are true for them at the ﬁrst control point are still true at the second con-
trol point” for a successful termination proof. This kind of information can be
obtained automatically using static program analysis tools such as Interproc8.
The translation into PA-based TRSs from Section 3 can immediately use this
automatically obtained information by adding it to the constraints of the rewrite
8 Freely available from http://pop-art.inrialpes.fr/people/bjeannet/bjeannet-
forge/interproc/21
rules that are generated. In Appendices A–C, the programs are annotated by
the information obtained from the static program analysis by writing conditions
of the form [ D ].
The prototype implementation pasta has been able to show termination of
all examples fully automatically, on average taking less than 0.05 seconds9 for
each example, with the longest time being a little less than a third of a second.
Notice that over 80% of the time is spend with calls to yices.
Proof time (in s) Time in yices (in s)
Binary Search 0.284 0.254
Bubblesort 0.042 0.029
Heapsort 0.318 0.281
Greatest Common Divisor 0.032 0.027
Average for all 40 examples 0.048 0.039
Total for all 40 examples 1.910 1.557
The prototype implementation pasta clearly shows the practicality and eﬀec-
tiveness of the proposed approach on a collection of “typical” examples. Notice
that an empirical comparison with the methods of [2–6,8,9,23,24] is not possible
since implementation of those methods are not publicly available. The examples,
detailed results, the termination proofs generated by pasta, and the tool pasta
itself are available at http://www.cs.unm.edu/~spf/pasta/.
9 All times were obtained on a 2.2 GHz AMD Athlon
TM with 2 GB main memory.22
A Examples
A.1 Bubblesort
The following imperative program fragment describes the updates to the loop
indices in the bubblesort algorithm. The annotations were obtained using the
interval domain [11].
while (x > 0) {
[ x > 0 ]
y := 0;
while (y < x) {
[ x > 0 && y >= 0 ]
y++
}
[ x > 0 && y >= 0 ]
x--
}
The program is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,0) Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,y + 1)Jx > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y < xK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x − 1,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y  < xK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into {(1),(2)} using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y < x ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y  < x ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y  < x ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers. This new termination problem is then transformed into
the termination problem {(2)} since the PA-based rewrite rule (1) is not in the
SCC of the termination graph. This ﬁnal termination problem can be handled by
the termination processor of Theorem 17 using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y < x ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y ≥ 0 ∧ y < x ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
A.2 Binary Search
The following imperative program fragment describes the updates to the upper
and lower bound used in binary search. Again, the annotations were obtained
using the interval domain [11].23
assume l >= 0 && u >= 0;
while (l < u) {
either {
[ l >= 0 && u >= 0 ]
l := (l + u + 2) / 2
} or {
[ l >= 0 && u >= 0 ]
u := (l + u) / 2
}
}
The program is translated into
eval(l,u) → eval(l
′,u)Jl ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u + 2,2,l
′,z)K (1)
eval(l,u) → eval(l,u′)Jl ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u,2,u′,z)K (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial in-
terpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 − x1 since
∀l,u,l′,z. l ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u + 2,2,l′,z) ⇒ u − l ≥ 0
∀l,u,l′,z. l ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u + 2,2,l′,z) ⇒ u − l > u − l′
∀l,u,l′,z. l ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u,2,u′,z) ⇒ u − l ≥ 0
∀l,u,l′,z. l ≥ 0 ∧ u ≥ 0 ∧ l < u ∧ div(l + u,2,u′,z) ⇒ u − l > u′ − l
are true in the integers.
A.3 Heapsort
Figure 5 contains an imperative program fragment that describes the updates
to the integers variables used in heapsort as given in [12]. In order to simplify
presentation, either statements with more than one or case are used. The anno-
tations were obtained using the interval domain [11]. The program is translated
into
eval0(i,j,l,r,n) → eval1(i,j,l
′,n,n) Jn ≥ 2 ∧ div(n + 2,2,l
′,z)K (1)
eval1(i,j,l,r,n) → eval2(i,j,l − 1,r,n) Jl ≥ 2K (2)
eval1(i,j,l,r,n) → eval2(i,j,l,r − 1,n) Jl  ≥ 2K (3)
eval2(i,j,l,r,n) → eval3(l,2   l,l,r,n) Jr ≥ 2K (4)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval4(i,j,l,r,n) Jj ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1K (5)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval4(i,j + 1,l,r,n) Jj ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1K (6)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval3(j,2   j,l,r,n) Jj ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1K (7)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval3(j + 1,2   j + 2,l,r,n)Jj ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1K (8)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval4(i,j,l,r,n) Jj ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1K (9)
eval3(i,j,l,r,n) → eval3(j,2   j,l,r,n) Jj ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1K (10)
eval4(i,j,l,r,n) → eval2(i,j,l − 1,r,n) Jl ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2K (11)
eval4(i,j,l,r,n) → eval2(i,j,l,r − 1,n) Jl  ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2K (12)24
assume n >= 2;
(l, r) := ((n + 2) / 2, n);
if (l >= 2) {
l--
} else {
r--
}
while (r >= 2) {
(i, j) := (l, 2*l);
while (j <= r) {
if (j <= r - 1) {
either {
break
} or {
j++;
break
} or {
[ j >= 1 ]
(i, j) := (j, 2*j)
} or {
[ j >= 1 ]
(i, j) := (j + 1, 2*j + 2)
}
} else {
either {
break
} or {
[ j >= 1 ]
(i, j) := (j, 2*j)
}
}
}
if (l >= 2) {
[ l >= 1 && r >= 2 ]
l--
} else {
[ l >= 1 && r >= 2 ]
r--
}
}
Fig.5. Heapsort as used in Appendix A.3.
The termination problem {(1)−(12)} is transformed into the termination prob-
lem {(4)−(12)} since the PA-based rewrite rules (1)−(3) are not in the SCC of
the termination graph. Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval2) =
Pol(eval3) = Pol(eval4) = x3 + x4 this termination problem is transformed into
the termination problem {(4) − (10)} since25
∀i,j,l,r,n. r ≥ 2 ⇒ l + r ≥ l + r
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ⇒ l + r ≥ l + r
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ l + r ≥ l + r
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1 ⇒ l + r ≥ l + r
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ l + r ≥ l + r
∀i,j,l,r,n. l ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2 ⇒ l + r ≥ 0
∀i,j,l,r,n. l ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2 ⇒ l + r > l + r − 1
∀i,j,l,r,n. l  ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2 ⇒ l + r ≥ 0
∀i,j,l,r,n. l  ≥ 2 ∧ l ≥ 1 ∧ r ≥ 2 ⇒ l + r > l + r − 1
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(4) − (10)} is then trans-
formed into the termination problem {(7),(8),(10)} since the remaining PA-
based rewrite rules are not in the SCC of the termination graph. This ﬁnal
termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
Pol(eval3) = x4 − x2 since
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ r − j ≥ 0
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ r − j > r − 2   j
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ r − j > r − 2   j − 2
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ r − j ≥ 0
∀i,j,l,r,n. j ≤ r ∧ j  ≤ r − 1 ∧ j ≥ 1 ⇒ r − j > r − 2   j
are true in the integers.
A.4 Simple Increasing Loop
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
y++
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
A.5 Increasing Loop with PA-based Condition
The imperative program fragment
while (x >= y + 1) {
y++
}26
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx ≥ y + 1K (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x ≥ y + 1 ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ y + 1 ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
A.6 Loop with Two Increasing Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y + z) {
(y, z) := (y + 1, z + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z + 1)Jx > y + zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)}) can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z > x − y − z − 2
are true in the integers.
A.7 Boolean Combination in Conditions
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y && x > z) {
(y, z) := (y + 1, z + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z + 1)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = 2x1 − x2 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z > 2x − y − z − 2
are true in the integers.27
A.8 Increase in All Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (x + 1, y + 2)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y + 2)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
A.9 Increase by Addition
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11])
assume y > 0;
while (x >= z) {
[ y > 0 ]
z := z + y
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z + y)Jx ≥ z ∧ y > 0K (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x ≥ z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x ≥ z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x − z > x − z − y
are true in the integers.
A.10 Increase in Diﬀerent Variables
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> y) {
if (x > y) {
y++
} else {
x++
}
}28
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x  > yK (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial in-
terpretation with Pol(eval) = (x1 − x2)2 since
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > y ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ 0
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > y ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ (x − y − 1)2
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x  > y ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ 0
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x  > y ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ (x − y + 1)2
are true in the integers.
A.11 Increase and Decrease in Diﬀerent Variables
The imperative program
while (x > y) {
if (x > z) {
either {
y++
} or {
z++
}
} else {
x--
}
}
It is translated into the PA-based TRS
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx > yK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y + 1,z)Jx > zK (2)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z + 1)Jx > zK (3)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x − 1,y,z)Jx  > zK (4)
The termination problem {(1)−(4)} is transformed into the termination problem
{(1),(2),(4)} by a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) =
x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x > y ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z
∀x,y,z. x > z ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z
∀x,y,z. x > z ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > z ⇒ x − z > x − z − 1
∀x,y,z. x  > z ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z29
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(1),(2),(4)} is then trans-
formed into the termination problem {(2),(4)} using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval1) = x1 − x2 and Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 − 1 since
∀x,y,z. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
∀x,y,z. x > z ⇒ x − y ≥ x − y − 1
∀x,y,z. x  > z ⇒ x − y ≥ x − y − 1
are true in the integers. This ﬁnal termination problem can be handled by the
termination graph since it does not contain any SCCs.30
B Examples from the Termination Problem Data Base
Here, imperative programs from the directory TRS/Beerendonk in the Termina-
tion Problem Data Base10 were translated into PA-based TRSs.
B.1 Example 1
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
x--
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
B.2 Example 2
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y + 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 2
are true in the integers.
10 Available at http://www.lri.fr/~marche/tpdb/31
B.3 Example 3
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11]
assume x > 0;
while (x > y) {
[ x > 0 ]
y := x + y
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,x + y)Jx > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y > −y
are true in the integers.
B.4 Example 4
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (y, x)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(y,x)Jx > yK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > y ⇒ x − y > y − x
are true in the integers.
B.5 Example 5
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && 2 | x) {
x--
}32
is translated into
eval(x) → eval(x − 1)Jx > 0 ∧ 2 | xK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x. x > 0 ∧ 2 | x ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x. x > 0 ∧ 2 | x ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers.
B.6 Example 6
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y − 1)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0K (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x − 1
are true in the integers.
B.7 Example 7
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z && y > z) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x − 1,y − 1,z)Jx > z ∧ y > zK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y > z ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y > z ⇒ x − z > x − z − 1
are true in the integers.33
B.8 Example 8
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11])
assume x > 0;
while (x <> 0) {
if (2 | x) {
[ x > 0 ]
x := x / 2
} else {
[ x > 0 ]
x--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x) → eval(x − 1)Jx > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | xK (1)
eval(x) → eval(x′) Jx > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ div(x,2,x′,y)K (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial in-
terpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ 2  | x ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ 2  | x ⇒ x > x − 1
∀x,x′,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ div(x,2,x′,y) ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,x′,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ 2 | x ∧ div(x,2,x′,y) ⇒ x > x′
are true in the integers.
B.9 Example 9
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11])
assume x > 0;
while (x <> 0) {
if (x > y) {
[ x > 0 ]
x := y
} else {
[ x > 0 ]
x--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)Jx > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0 ∧ x  > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(y,y) Jx > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0 ∧ x > yK (2)34
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial in-
terpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x > x − 1
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ x  = 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x > y
are true in the integers.
B.10 Example 10
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x > 0K (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − 1)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into the termination prob-
lem {(1),(2)} using the termination graph since the constraint of the PA-based
rewrite rule (3) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be handled
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 + x2 since
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x > 0 ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x > 0 ⇒ x + y > x + y − 1
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x + y > x + y − 1
are true in the integers.
B.11 Example 11
The imperative program fragment35
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x--
else if (x = y) {
x--
} else {
y--
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x ≃ yK (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − 1)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x  ≃ yK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 + x2 since
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x + y > x + y − 1
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x = y ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x = y ⇒ x + y > x + y − 1
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x  = y ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x + y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ x  = y ⇒ x + y > x + y − 1
are true in the integers.
B.12 Example 12
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 || y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x > 0K (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − 1)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0K (2)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y) J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (3)36
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into the termination prob-
lem {(1),(2)} using the termination graph since the constraints of the PA-based
rewrite rule (3) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be trans-
formed into the termination problem {(2)} using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x,y. (x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. (x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x > 0 ⇒ x > x − 1
∀x,y. (x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2)} can now be handled
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 since
∀x,y. (x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. (x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.
B.13 Example 13
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z || y > z) {
if (x > z) {
x--
} else if (y > z) {
y--
} else {
skip
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x − 1,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x > zK (1)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y − 1,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > z ∧ y > zK (2)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z) J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > z ∧ y  > zK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into the termination prob-
lem {(1),(2)} using the termination graph since the constraints of the PA-based
rewrite rule (3) is PA-unsatisﬁable. This termination problem can be trans-
formed into the termination problem {(2)} using a PA-polynomial interpretation
with Pol(eval) = x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. (x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x > z ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. (x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x > z ⇒ x − z > x − z − 1
∀x,y,z. (x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > z ∧ y > z ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2)} can now be handled
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 − x3 since37
∀x,y,z. (x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > z ∧ y > z ⇒ y − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. (x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > z ∧ y > z ⇒ y − z > y − z − 1
are true in the integers.
B.14 Example 14
The imperative program fragment
while (x = y && x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx ≃ y ∧ x > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x − 1,y − 1)Jy > 0K (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jy  > 0K (3)
Using the termination graph
(1) (2) (3)
the termination processor of Theorem 14 produces the termination problem
{(2)}. This termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval2) = x2 since
∀x,y. y > 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. y > 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.
B.15 Example 15
The imperative program fragment
while (x = y && x > z) {
while (y > z) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, y - 1)
}
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx ≃ y ∧ x > zK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(x − 1,y − 1,z)Jy > zK (2)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jy  > zK (3)
Using the termination graph38
(1) (2) (3)
the termination processor of Theorem 14 produces the termination problem
{(2)}. This termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval2) = x2 − x3 since
∀x,y. y > z ⇒ y − z ≥ 0
∀x,y. y > z ⇒ y − z > y − z − 1
are true in the integers.
B.16 Example 16
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11])
while (x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
[ x > 0 ]
y--
}
[ x > 0 ]
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,y − 1)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0K (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x − 1,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into {(1),(2)} using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y  > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y  > 0 ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(1),(2)} is transformed into
the termination problem {(2)} since the PA-based rewrite rule (1) is not in the
SCC of the problem’s termination graph. Finally, the termination problem {(2)}
can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval2) = x2 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.39
B.17 Example 17
The imperative program fragment (where the annotations were obtained using
the octagon domain [21])
while (x > z) {
while (y > z) {
[ x > z ]
y--
}
[ x > z ]
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y,z) Jx > zK (1)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval2(x,y − 1,z)Jx > z ∧ y > zK (2)
eval2(x,y,z) → eval1(x − 1,y,z)Jx > z ∧ y  > zK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)} is transformed into {(1),(2)} using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = Pol(eval2) = x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x > z ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y > z ⇒ x − z ≥ x − z
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y  > z ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y  > z ⇒ x − z > x − z − 1
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(1),(2)} is transformed into
the termination problem {(2)} since the PA-based rewrite rule (1) is not in the
SCC of the problem’s termination graph. Finally, the termination problem {(2)}
can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval2) = x2 −x3
since
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y > z ⇒ y − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x > z ∧ y > z ⇒ y − z > y − z − 1
are true in the integers.
B.18 Example 18
The imperative program fragment40
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
while (x > 0) {
x--
}
} else {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
}
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval1(x,y) → eval3(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x − 1,y)Jx > 0K (3)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx  > 0K (4)
eval3(x,y) → eval3(x,y − 1)Jy > 0K (5)
eval3(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jy  > 0K (6)
Using the termination graph
(1) (3) (4) (2) (5) (6)
the termination processor of Theorem 14 produces the termination problems
{(3)} and {(4)}. The ﬁrst termination problem can be handled using a PA-
polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval2) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers. The second termination problem can be handled similarly
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval3) = x2 since
∀x,y. y > 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. y > 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.41
C Examples from the Literature
C.1 Example of Podelski and Rybalchenko
This example is the running example from [24]. The annotations were obtained
using the interval domain [11]. The imperative program fragment
while (x >= 0) {
[ x >= 0 ]
y := 1;
while (x > y) {
[ x >= 0 && y > 0 ]
y := 2 * y
}
[ x >= 0 && y > 0 ]
x--
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x,1) Jx ≥ 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,2y) Jx ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x − 1,y)Jx ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)}) is transformed into the termination
problem {(1),(2)} by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) =
Pol(eval2) = x1 since
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(1),(2)} is transformed into
{(2)} since (1) is not in the SCC of the problem’s termination graph. This ﬁnal
termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y > x − 2y
are true in the integers.
C.2 First Example of Cook et al.
This example is the (only) example from [8]. The annotations were obtained
using the interval domain [11]. The imperative program fragment42
while (x >= 0) {
[ x >= 0 ]
(x, y) := (x + 1, 1);
while (x >= y) {
[ x >= 0 && y > 0 ]
y++
}
[ x >= 0 && y > 0 ]
x := x - 2
}
is translated into
eval1(x,y) → eval2(x + 1,1)Jx ≥ 0K (1)
eval2(x,y) → eval2(x,y + 1)Jx ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x ≥ yK (2)
eval2(x,y) → eval1(x − 2,y)Jx ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  ≥ yK (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)}) is transformed into {(1),(2)} using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = x1 + 1 and Pol(eval2) = x1
since
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ⇒ x + 1 ≥ x + 1
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x ≥ y ⇒ x ≥ x
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  ≥ y ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  ≥ y ⇒ x > x − 1
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(1),(2)} is transformed into
{(2)} since (1) is not in the SCC of the problem’s termination graph. This ﬁnal
termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 since
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x ≥ y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  ≥ y ⇒ x − y > x − y − 1
are true in the integers.
C.3 Second Example of Cook et al.
This example is taken from [9, Figure 3]. The imperative program fragment
while (x < y) {
if (x < z) {
x++
} else {
z++
}
}43
is translated into
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x + 1,y,z)Jx < y ∧ x < zK (1)
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z + 1)Jx < y ∧ x  < zK (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)}) is transformed into {(2)} with the help of
a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 − x1 since
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ x < z ⇒ y − x ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ x < z ⇒ y − x > y − x − 1
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ x  < z ⇒ y − x ≥ y − x
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2)} can be handled using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x3 since
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ x  < z ⇒ x − z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ x  < z ⇒ x − z > x − z − 1
are true in the integers.
C.4 Third Example of Cook et al.
This example is taken from [9, Figure 11]. The annotations were obtained using
the interval domain [11]. The imperative program fragment
if (y > 0) {
while (x < y && y < z) {
either {
[ y > 0 ]
x = x + y
} or {
[ y > 0 ]
z = x - y
}
}
}
is translated into
eval0(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jy > 0K (1)
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x + y,y,z)Jx < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0K (2)
eval1(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,x − y)Jx < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0K (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)}) is transformed into {(2),(3)} since the
PA-based rewrite rule (1) is not in the SCC of the termination graph. This new
termination problem is transformed into the termination problem {(3)} with the
help of a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = x2 − x1 since44
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y − x ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y − x > −x
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y − x ≥ y − x
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(3)} can be handled using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = x3 since
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ z ≥ 0
∀x,y,z. x < y ∧ y < z ∧ y > 0 ⇒ z > x − y
are true in the integers.
C.5 First Example of Bradley et al.
This example is a minor variation of the main example from [2]. The program
computes the greatest common divisor of two positive integers. The annota-
tions were obtained using the polyhedra domain [12]. The imperative program
fragment
assume x > 0 && y > 0;
while (x <> y) {
if (x > y) {
[ x > 0 && y > 0 ]
x := x - y
} else {
[ x > 0 && y > 0 ]
y := y - x
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − y,y)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − x)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial in-
terpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 + x2 since
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x + y > x
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x + y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x  = y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ⇒ x + y > y
are true in the integers.
C.6 Second Example of Bradley et al.
This example stems from [3]. The imperative program fragment45
while (i < an || j < bn) {
if (i >= an) {
cn++;
j++;
} else if (j >= bn) {
cn++;
i++;
} else {
either {
cn++;
i++;
} or {
cn++;
j++;
}
}
}
is translated into
eval(an,bn,cn,i,j) → eval(an,bn,cn + 1,i,j + 1)Jbn > j ∧ an > iK (1)
eval(an,bn,cn,i,j) → eval(an,bn,cn + 1,i + 1,j)Jbn > j ∧ an > iK (2)
eval(an,bn,cn,i,j) → eval(an,bn,cn + 1,i + 1,j)Jj ≥ bn ∧ an > iK (3)
eval(an,bn,cn,i,j) → eval(an,bn,cn + 1,i,j + 1)Jbn > j ∧ i ≥ anK (4)
Using the termination graph
(3) (1) (2) (4)
the termination processor of Theorem 14 produces the termination problems
{(1),(2)}, {(3)}, and {(4)}.
The termination problem {(1),(2)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 + x2 − x4 − x5 since
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. bn > j ∧ an > i ⇒ an + bn − i − j ≥ 0
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. bn > j ∧ an > i ⇒ an + bn − i − j > an + bn − i − (j + 1)
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. bn > j ∧ an > i ⇒ an + bn − i − j > an + bn − (i + 1) − j
are true in the integers.
The termination problem {(3)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x4 since
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. j ≥ bn ∧ an > i ⇒ an − i ≥ 0
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. j ≥ bn ∧ an > i ⇒ an − i > an − (i + 1)
are true in the integers.
The termination problem {(4)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval) = x2 − x5 since46
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. bn > j ∧ i ≥ an ⇒ bn − j ≥ 0
∀an,bn,cn,i,j. bn > j ∧ i ≥ an ⇒ bn − j > bn − (j + 1)
are true in the integers.
C.7 First Example of Colon and Sipma
This example stems from [5]. The imperative program fragment
while (i <= 100 && j <= k) {
(i, j) := (j, i + 1);
k--;
}
is translated into
eval(i,j,k) → eval(j,i + 1,k)Ji ≤ 100 ∧ j ≤ kK (1)
The termination problem {(1)} can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpre-
tation with Pol(eval) = −x1 − x2 + x3 + 100 since
∀i,j,k. i ≤ 100 ∧ j ≤ k ⇒ −i − j + k + 100 ≥ 0
∀i,j,k. i ≤ 100 ∧ j ≤ k ⇒ −i − j + k + 100 > −j − (i + 1) + k + 100
are true in the integers.
C.8 Second Example of Colon and Sipma
This example stems from [6]. The imperative program fragment
while (i >= 0) {
j := 0;
while (j <= i - 1) {
j++;
}
i--;
}
is translated into
eval1(i,j) → eval2(i,0) Ji ≥ 0K (1)
eval2(i,j) → eval2(i,j + 1)Jj ≤ i − 1K (2)
eval2(i,j) → eval1(i − 1,j)Jj > i − 1K (3)
The termination problem {(1),(2),(3)}) is transformed into the termination
problem {(2),(3)} by a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval1) = x1 and
Pol(eval2) = x1 − 1 since
∀i,j. i ≥ 0 ⇒ i ≥ 0
∀i,j. i ≥ 0 ⇒ i > i − 1
∀i,j. j ≤ i − 1 ⇒ i − 1 ≥ i − 1
∀i,j. j > i − 1 ⇒ i − 1 ≥ i − 147
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2),(3)} is transformed into
{(2)} since (3) is not in the SCC of the problem’s termination graph. This ﬁnal
termination problem can be handled using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
Pol(eval2) = x1 − x2 since
∀i,j. j ≤ i − 1 ⇒ i − j ≥ 0
∀i,j. j ≤ i − 1 ⇒ i − j > i − (j + 1)
are true in the integers.
C.9 First Example with Nondeterminism
This example stems from [4]. The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
either {
(x, y) := (x - 1, ?);
} or {
y--;
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,z)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0K (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − 1)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0K (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)}) is transformed into the termination problem
{(2)} by a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x > x − 1
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2)}) can be handled using
a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 since
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.
C.10 Second Example with Nondeterminism
This example stems from [23]. The imperative program fragment
while (i - j >= 1) {
(i, j) := (i - ?[? >= 0], j + ?[? > 0]);
}48
is translated into
eval(i,j) → eval(i − nat,j + pos)Ji − j ≥ 0 ∧ nat ≥ 0 ∧ pos > 0K (1)
The termination problem {(1)}) can be handled using a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation with Pol(eval) = x1 − x2 since
∀i,j,nat,pos. i − j ≥ 0 ∧ nat ≥ 0 ∧ pos > 0 ⇒ i − j ≥ 0
∀i,j,nat,pos. i − j ≥ 0 ∧ nat ≥ 0 ∧ pos > 0 ⇒ i − j > (i − nat) − (j + pos)
are true in the integers.
C.11 Third Example with Nondeterminism
This example stems from [23]. The imperative program fragment
while (true) {
if (x >= 0) {
(x, y) := (x - 1, ?);
} else if (y >= 0) {
y--;
} else {
break;
}
}
is translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x − 1,z)Jx ≥ 0K (1)
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y − 1)Jy ≥ 0K (2)
The termination problem {(1),(2)}) is transformed into the termination problem
{(2)} by a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x1 since
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ⇒ x ≥ 0
∀x,y. x ≥ 0 ⇒ x > x − 1
∀x,y. y ≥ 0 ⇒ x ≥ x
are true in the integers. The termination problem {(2)}) can be handled using
a PA-polynomial interpretation with Pol(eval) = x2 since
∀x,y. y ≥ 0 ⇒ y ≥ 0
∀x,y. y ≥ 0 ⇒ y > y − 1
are true in the integers.49
D Detailed Empirical Results
Example Proof time (in s) Time in yices (in s) % of time in yices
A.1 0.042 0.029 69.05
A.2 0.284 0.254 89.44
A.3 0.318 0.281 88.36
A.4 0.037 0.022 59.46
A.5 0.014 0.010 71.43
A.6 0.013 0.008 61.54
A.7 0.012 0.008 66.67
A.8 0.014 0.009 64.29
A.9 0.011 0.007 63.64
A.10 0.035 0.026 74.29
A.11 0.057 0.045 78.95
B.1 0.010 0.007 70.00
B.2 0.010 0.007 70.00
B.3 0.010 0.006 60.00
B.4 0.007 0.007 100.00
B.5 0.010 0.006 60.00
B.6 0.010 0.006 60.00
B.7 0.011 0.007 63.64
B.8 0.166 0.154 92.77
B.9 0.024 0.019 79.17
B.10 0.030 0.022 73.33
B.11 0.052 0.042 80.77
B.12 0.060 0.050 83.33
B.13 0.059 0.049 83.05
B.14 0.031 0.026 83.87
B.15 0.032 0.026 81.25
B.16 0.039 0.029 74.36
B.17 0.040 0.030 75.00
B.18 0.070 0.059 84.29
C.1 0.043 0.030 69.77
C.2 0.042 0.030 71.43
C.3 0.034 0.025 73.53
C.4 0.036 0.030 83.33
C.5 0.032 0.027 84.38
C.6 0.086 0.070 81.40
C.7 0.012 0.007 58.33
C.8 0.043 0.034 79.07
C.9 0.031 0.023 74.19
C.10 0.011 0.007 63.64
C.11 0.032 0.023 71.8850
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